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Exhibition of photos with short descriptive texts
The initial point is a practice-based, empiric observation of an earth-mound placed
in the middle of an area for an urban park to be realized in Tessin, during a preliminary site building survey. This encounter constitutes the beginning of my photographic, ethnographic (Yaneva, 2009) and ontological investigation on moving
ground actions in landscape, starting from the design experience as landscape
architect by considering dropping, mass grading, sloping, contour-bunding, excavating, filling, founding actions and recycling inert waste practices.
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Presentation of the research
Earthworks recently enter in our esthetic consciousness, for example as “sculptures in the expanded field” (Krauss, 1979) and thanks to land-art (Smithson, 1969),
but since ancient human history the process of re-shaping the land with earth has
had sacred, social, ecological, artistic, political, economic implications for metropolitan, urban, rur-urban and agricultural life (Bourdon, 1995).
The reflection investigates on how, nowadays, the act of moving ground and recycle inerts could have a meaningful role in landscape architecture creative process:
may recycled earth be functionally used as a living, cultivable resource, improving
and supporting diversity, within the global economic and environmental status and
the fundamental aims of the 7th Environment Action Program and of the UN Sustainable Development Goals?
Could an earth depot be considered as a transitory step for a temporary project in
the continuous flow of events characterizing a site?
And, finally, how earthworks made by recycled inerts could change a still existing
negative perception to become part of a landscape practice and of a renewed
sublime collective imagination?
Starting from the first, field-based observations and descriptions, the research
interlaces theoretical patterns, crossing the borders between a perspective on
ecology (Braungart, Mc Donough, 2009; Bateson, 1979), proceeding trough the
exploration on new methodologies in designing and representing moving ground
in landscape (da Cunha, Mathur, 2001; Girot et al.,2013).
Realized study cases are examined as evidences of increasing innovative and creative praxis, together with a first hand approach of an on-going landscape project,
which redesigns the topography of a site by moving and recycling earth.

